Reentry Second Degree Advisors

Your next step is to contact the advisor (checked below) to discuss your academic plans and course selection prior to registration:

### College of Arts and Sciences (Liberal Arts)

- American Indian Studies – Dr. Debra Barker (715)836–2028
- Art & Design – Dr. Karen O’Day (715)836–3277
- Biology – Dr. Paula Kleintjes Neff (715)836–5284
- Chemistry – Dr. James Phillips (715)836–3417
- Communications & Journalism – Ms. Jan Larson (715)836–2528
- Computer Science – Dr. Jack Tan (715)836–2526
- Criminal Justice – Dr. Jason Spraitz (715)836–5022
- Economics – Dr. Thomas Kemp (715)836–5743
- English – Dr. Jan Stirm (715)836–2426
- Geography & Anthropology – Dr. Ezra Zeitler (715)836–5186
- Geology – Dr. Phillip Ihinger (715)836–3732
- History – Dr. Louisa Rice (715)836–5501
- Languages – Dr. Matthew Waters (715)836–4287
- Latin American Studies – Dr. Manuel Fernandez (715)836–2390
- Liberal Studies – Dr. David Tschida (715)836–5559
- Materials Science – Dr. Marcus Mc Ellistrem (715)836–4081
- Mathematics – Dr. Alex Smith (715)836–3301
- Music & Theatre Arts – Dr. Gretchen Peters (715)836–4102
- Philosophy & Religious Studies – Dr. Sean McAleer (715)836–2545
- Physics & Astronomy – Dr. J. Erik Hendrickson (715)836–3148
- Political Science – Dr. Geoffrey Peterson (715)836–5744
- Psychology – Dr. Douglas Matthews (715)836–5733
- Sociology – Dr. Pam Forman (715)836–2720
- Undeclared – Dr. Marc Goulet (715)836–2025
- Women’s Studies – Dr. Rose–Marie Avin (715)836–6045

### College of Business

- Accounting and Finance – Dr. Ling Liu (Interim) (715)836–3195
- Management and Marketing – Dr. Kristy Lauver (715)836–3677
- Information Systems – Dr. Anthony Keys (715)836–5910
- Business Communication – Dr. Paula Lentz (715)836–3604
- Health Care Administration – Dr. Kristy Lauver (715)836–3677

### College of Education and Human Sciences

- Elementary and Secondary Education – Dr. Carol Koroghlanian (715)836–4758
- Special Education – Dr. Cathy Thorsen (715)836–2575
- Unified Early Childhood Certification – Dr. Kirstin Rossi (715)836–2712
- Communication Sciences and Disorders – Dr. Vicki Samelson (715)836–4919
- Kinesiology – Dr. Jeffrey Janot (715)836–5333
- Social Work – Dr. Leah Olson–McBride (715)836–5404

### College of Nursing and Health Sciences

- Nursing – Marcia St. Germaine (715)836–5515
- Nursing (Collaborative/BSN Completion/BSN@Home) – Dr. Catherine Kenney (715)836–3638
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